
What customers will reward

The future is likely to be one of partnerships, with opportunities for all players who:

Make the customer their 
compass offering them 

solutions, speed, ease of 
use and security

Power their 
operations with the 
right technologies

Arm teams with the skills 
they need and harness 
the potential of human 

and artificial intelligence

Sound interesting?
Download the full ‘The five key battlegrounds in 

financial services' report to find out more. To 
discuss how Firstsource can help please contact 

Alex.Clark@firstsource.com

Adapt with agility to the 
changing environment 
and innovate around 

market expansion

The Five Key 
Battlegrounds in 
Financial Services
Fintech vs Big Tech vs Incumbents

35% of consumers 
increased their use of 
online banking in US

A Quantum Leap for Digital Adoption

Age 50+ users in particular increased usage of 
digital features they always had but didn’t use

Visa reported 40% 
YOY growth in tap 
and pay in Q2 LFY

We’ve seen two years’ worth 
of digital transformation in 
two months.
“

- Satya Nadella, CEO, Microsoft

Products and 
services that give 
users a feeling of 

control and offer a 
clearer picture of 

their finances.
Clean, intuitive 

interfaces, simple 
navigation for all 

queries.

Fast and 
responsive 

service on device 
of their choice, 

enabling instant 
action and 
decisions. Not just with their 

money but also 
with their

personal & 
behavioral data.

New and inventive 
solutions that
demonstrate 

proactive action.

What players need to win

Customer-
centric

products and
services

Superior
customer

experience

Continual
technology
innovation

Regulation
compliance,

security

Adapt business
model to

navigate market
expansion

Tangible value
today

Ease of
use, simple
interfaces

Mobile
first, instant

decisions

Brands
they trust

Relevance
tomorrow

How players perform in five key battlegrounds will 
determine success

Broad Range of 
Products : Fintech & Big 
tech need to scale offer 

wider variety like 
Incumbents

Customer 
experience 

Incumbents need to 
match Big 

tech/Fintechs

Technology disrupts 
delivery – AI, 

Blockchain, Cloud, 
Data usage needs to 

be scaled up by 
Incumbents Regulations and 

compliance Process : 
Incumbents have a 

well oiled system, the 
new age tech 

companies need to 
catch up

The global internet 
economy is expected 
to grow from $8.5t to 
$30t by 2030 : $2t of 

incremental 
opportunity

Opportunities for all
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